Our College Internal Quality Assurance cell (IQAC) and Department of Chemistry jointly organized competitive examination Portal’s Webinar on "Skilful Training to crack UPSC (Prelims/Mains), TNPSC (all groups), Banking and SSC Examinations 2021 for Beginners", Under quality enhancement Program. A Multi-disciplinary webinar series for students, on 14th July, 2020 between 3.00 p.m and 4.30 p.m IST through google meet platform. Mr.B.RajeshKumar, M.Sc.,M.Ed.,M.Phil., SRI IMAYAM ACADEMY, SALEM-636 008, was the resource person. The session was highly useful and informative for students. There were 225 students participants from various departments of our college including all the faculties of various departments. The session was well explained by resource person and the students are highly motivated. All the students have got a clear idea about how to prepare for the competitive examinations and how to apply for the various posts of competitive examinations. The session was very interactive, most of the students were clarified their doubts and got benefitted.
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r.moulesri Now
sir, is group-1 and upsc exam are same

selvi eco Now
K. Selvi Good evening sir
Your speech oneterpur sir very useful for speech sir

Mani Km Now
thankyou sir

prathiksha selvaraj Now
Thank you sir

Vaithegi P Now
A good proverb thank you so much for your teach in all time 😊

Kumutha Kumutha Now
Sir clear koexplanation for exams tricks and ideas

Vaithegi P Now
Mam

Saranya S Now
Good evening sir this session is very useful and interesting speech. thank you sir ....

KANASA VALLU 3:27 PM
A. kanagavalli 1st B.A. English

Priyanka Kannan 20 mins
K. Priyanka I. M. A English

Dr Pungothai K 15 mins
Myvizhi, mute video

Vaithegi P 1 min
Sir very clear speech sir. its very useful session for me and then this session clearly explained the all exams and easy choosing option sir. and then the bank exam explanation is very easily and clearly understand. tq so much for your wonderful session.....